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Financial forensics and loss of earnings determinations in uninjured scenarios: The increasing 
role for forensic industrial psychology in investigating and determining post-morbid uninjured 
scenarios in personal injury loss of earnings claims
Jean-Marie van der Elst
TAS Forensics LLC, USA

Forensic practices document established procedures for ascertaining and determing quantitatively-based loss of earnings 
in personal injury claims. These have similar charactersitics in many international markets where claims are lodged, 

depending on the applicable laws in existence. Typically claims are focussed on 3 areas. Investigation and determination of 
pre and post-morbid activities and earnings and the critical determination of uninjured activities and earnings, were it not 
for the accident or incident. Recent experience reveals the increasing role of forensic industrial psychology when investigating 
claimant’s activities and related earnings in the determination of uninjured scenarios. Claimants increasingly exagerate pre-
morbid claims of their activities and hence earnings, leading to overstated and often unsubstantiated post-morbid uninjured 
claims. This trend is well worn, however as forensic accountants we have seen significant benefits from close cooperation with 
industrial psychologists when unpacking claims and related earnings prior to actually determining the numbers. This has 
necessitated a broader perspective and insight when investigating claims and has demanded an approach at least as lateral as the 
depth of professional expertise demands in our investigations. The courts and defendants demand a greater understanding and 
clarity of motivations behind the numbers supporting claimant losses. Given that uninjured scenarios often extend for many 
years into the future, these determinations are particularly material. The input of Industrial Psychologists is adding significant 
value to the role and efficiency of the forensic accountants in their understanding, investigations and determinations of losses.
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